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A spinoff of the Final Fantasy series, the game marks as the first collaborative effort between
Square Enix and Alim and draws elements from Alim's previous game, Brave Frontier.
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Fina. Lightning [] Vision Cards: New Arrival! A young girl capable of freely wielding heavy
weaponry. She was an ace among her fellow gunners in the squad she belonged to. At the same
time, it is also said that she was relied on by her friends thanks to her being so resourceful.
Contrary to her bold actions on the field, she is usually quite bashful and quiet, and it has been
told she seems most happy when she's alone, working on her guns. Sign In. Long ago, her town
was invaded by another country, which led to the loss of many of her friends and family. This
spurred the quiet little girl on to join the military, and led to her lash out on the battlefield out of
fear of her friends being hurt. It is said that as a result her life ended short, but her deeds were
talked about long after she passed. According to the few accounts left detailing the event, her
squadron managed to completely surround the enemy's forces, allowing a great number of her
comrades to return home safely. Unfortunately for Olive, however, she could only accomplish
this by staying behind and fighting with her trusty cannon to the very end. Although there is
testimony to prove this was the case, for some reason the military refuses to acknowledge this
evidence in favor of covering up the entire incident. By doing this, we can increase the power of
my guns You know your weaponry. Let's get pumped then! If I become just a tad bit stronger I'll
be able to protect my friends, and my home! If so, then I'll see you at the front lines! This power
will help me with that, right? This isn't a battlefield But if you want to save your friends, then I
will lend you my strength. I definitely count you as one of them. I swear on my guns. Trust
Mastery [ edit edit source ] I wonder if I was able to protect everyone Yeah, I understand This
isn't over just yet, is it? This page was last edited on 6 December , at Game content and
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Enable skill for 1 turn to caster: Rapid Blast. Agent Olive's Prism 3,, A young girl who fought as
a gunner for the sake of her hometown. There isn't a soul alive that knows of Olive's last battle. I
see So by increasing my own power, my shots become stronger, as well? Just a little bit more
Now I should be able to save even more of my friends, right? I wonder if I was able to protect
everyone The fifteenth main installment of the Final Fantasy series, it was released for the
PlayStation 4 and Xbox One in , Microsoft Windows in , and Stadia as a launch title in The game
features an open world environment and action-based battle system, incorporating
quick-switching weapons, elemental magic, and other features such as vehicle travel and
camping. The base campaign was later expanded with downloadable content DLC , adding
further gameplay options such as additional playable characters and multiplayer. Final Fantasy
XV takes place on the fictional world of Eos; aside from Insomnia, the capital of Lucis, all the
world is dominated by the empire of Niflheim, who seek control of the magical Crystal protected
by the Lucian royal family. On the eve of peace negotiations, Niflheim attacks the capital and
steals the Crystal. Noctis Lucis Caelum , heir to the Lucian throne, goes on a quest to rescue
the Crystal and defeat Niflheim. He later learns his full role as the "True King", destined to use
the Crystal's powers to save Eos from eternal darkness. After a development period of six
years, it was changed to the next mainline title in the series in ; Nomura was replaced as
director by Hajime Tabata , and the game shifted to eighth generation platforms. Due to the
changes, the story needed to be rewritten and some scenes and characters were repurposed or
removed. The setting of Final Fantasy XV was "a fantasy based on reality", with locations and
creatures based on elements from the real world. To supplement the game, Square Enix created
a multimedia project called the " Final Fantasy XV Universe", which includes a few spin-off
games, as well as an anime series and feature film. Gameplay and story-based DLC was

released between and Upon release, Final Fantasy XV was well received by journalists.
Widespread praise was given for its gameplay, visuals, and emotional weight, while reception
towards its story and presentation was mixed. By October , the game had sold over 8. Final
Fantasy XV is an open world action role-playing game where players take control of main
protagonist Noctis Lucis Caelum during his journey across the world of Eos. While
accompanied by his three companions Gladiolus, Ignis and Prompto, Noctis is the only
character directly controlled by the player: he can navigate through simple movement, jump
over small obstacles, sprint for a limited time, and perform context-based actions such as
taking cover behind objects. While Chocobos are controlled manually, the Regalia can be either
manually or automatically controlled. The party can also fast-travel to areas unlocked on the
world map. The Regalia must be refueled periodically at petrol stations. Side quests are also
available from individual NPCs found in towns. The game uses an action-based real-time battle
system, called the Active Cross Battle system. Instead of using a menu interface, the player
selects commands directly mapped to buttons on the controller, such as "Attack", "Defend",
and "Item". When the party gets close and attacks or is detected, the battle begins. Running
away from enemies and out of the combat zone in normal battles ends combat. HP is depleted
whenever a character is attacked, while Noctis's MP recovers over time when not in combat or
when not using associated abilities such as warping or special weapon skills. If a character's
current HP reaches zero, they enter Danger Mode, during which the maximum HP cap steadily
decreases; the character is defeated when all of their maximum HP is lost. Some enemies, such
as Daemons, are able to lower the HP cap with their attacks. If Noctis is defeated, there is a brief
period where a revival item must be used. Should the player fail to do so, the game ends. Noctis
can perform four actions in battle: the standard attack; defending, which blocks and parries
attacks; warping, which takes Noctis to a targeted area such as another enemy or an
out-of-the-way warp point, and using items. There is a "Wait Mode" option available, where if all
player input stops the battle pauses, and players are able to select new enemies to attack or
actions to take within a time limit. The weapons manifest from thin air as Noctis fights, and can
be manually shifted by the player. The type of weapon equipped determines the attack speed
and the amount of damage on normal attacks. In addition to normal attacks, there are attacks
that deal more damage based on Noctis' position such as "Side Strike" or "Blindside", in
addition to the Warp Strike attack. Attacks from enemies can be parried, and depending on the
quality of the parry Noctis can counterattack. If wielding a shield-type weapon, a successful
block staggers an enemy, leaving them vulnerable to attack. Noctis can launch a special attack
with the Royal Arms dubbed "Armiger", when the meter fills during combat: while more
powerful than standard weapons, Royal Arms consume HP with each use. Noctis's companions,
controlled by the game's artificial intelligence AI , can perform contextual commands. When
Noctis successfully parries an enemy attack, or performs a Side Strike or Blindside, cooperative
attacks between him and his companions called Link-strikes can be triggered. During battle, a
meter called the Tech Bar fills. When full, Noctis can command his companions to perform
special moves called Techniques: Gladiolus performs a sweeping attack with his sword, Ignis
uses his daggers to mark enemies so Noctis can perform a warp strike attack, and Prompto
uses his firearm to fire a powerful shot that pierces through tough opponents. After each of
these, Noctis can initiate a follow-up attack. Noctis can also trigger an Armiger Chain, where he
splits his Royal Arms between his companions before launching a single attack. Magic is
separated into two types: Elemancy and Arcana. Elemental energy is drawn from points across
the world map, being absorbed into special flasks and used to craft magical bombs that can be
used on enemies. Elemancy can also be combined with specific items to add new effects, such
as healing party members while damaging enemies. Both Noctis and his companions are able to
use Elemancy. The summons featured are series regulars including Titan, Ramuh, Leviathan
and Shiva. Their types of attack, and even whether they assist at all, is dependent on the
environment: for instance, Leviathan can only be summoned in the open when there is a body
of water nearby. After each battle, characters earn experience points EXP , but they do not
automatically level up when a certain amount of EXP has been gathered. Instead, the party must
go to safe zones called "Havens", namely rest sites like inns or campsites. When the party rests
at night, each character gains levels depending on the amount of EXP earned. If defeated in
battle, all EXP gained up to that point since the last level up is permanently lost. Activities in the
overworld earn the party Ability Points AP. AP is spent on the Ascension Grid, the game's
leveling system, which is divided into skill trees called "Astralspheres". Each Astralsphere is
sorted by type, being associated with magic, combat or passive abilities. Spending AP opens up
nodes within the Astralsphere, which in turn grants access to further nodes which require
higher amounts of AP to unlock. Noctis' companions each have their own skills which
themselves level up based on usage, and affect equipment. Noctis' fishing ability improves the

more times he fishes and the better items he uses, which in turn spreads to his equipment.
Gladiolus' Survival skills increase based on the distance the party has travelled in a day, which
improves the quality of their equipment and items. Ignis' cooking can be improved based on
ingredients either purchased at shops or found in the wild, and his meals grant stat boosts to
the party. Prompto takes photos during the party's journey, and the quality of his own skills
increase over time. A multiplayer mode called Comrades was released as an expansion , with
gameplay and combat lifted from the main game and tailored for multiplayer; rather than a
pre-set character, players take the role of a customizable avatar who takes part in a portion of
the story skipped over by the main narrative. The game begins with players choosing their
gender, hairstyle, clothing and other aspects. Using the in-game city of Lestallum as their base,
the player is assigned missions with three other charactersâ€”either other players or
AI-controlled. During missions, the player fights monsters either on sorties or to defend
transports; at the end of each mission, the player is awarded Gil, materials used for crafting and
enhancing weapons, and "Meteorshards" which can power up settlements around Lestallum
and open up new quests. Some areas unlock Royal Tombs which grant the player a Royal Sigil;
these Sigils both increase specific statistics and grant new themed abilities such as healing or
increasing combat moves. The player has access to a variety of weapon types from normal
swords to maces and shurikens, which are enhanced using materials to increase passive
abilities such as their damage capacity. Lucis, occupying a whole landmass, possesses a
magical artifact known as the Crystal, gifted to the reigning Caelum dynasty by the world's
deities in antiquity and accessed through the hereditary Ring of the Lucii. Accordo, located in
the southern part of Eos, is an island nation formed through a union of free trading cities. The
western continent is home to the technologically-advanced empire of Niflheim and the nation of
Tenebrae, which is ruled by the Oracleâ€”a priestess who can commune with the gods. The
Oracle's main task is curing the Starscourge, a plague that absorbs all natural light and turns
those infected into nocturnal monsters known as Daemons. Central to the lore of Eos are the
Astrals, six divine beings who serve as the guardians of the natural world and are based on
summoned monsters from the Final Fantasy series; [9] [23] [24] and the True King, a legendary
figure prophesied to appear when the Starscourge threatens to plunge Eos into eternal night.
The Great War of Old is implied to have caused the spread of the Starscourge across the planet,
hastening the fall of Solheim. For centuries, Lucis has been at war with the militaristic Niflheim,
who seek to emulate Solheim's glory. To that end Niflheim has subjugated most of Eos,
including Accordo and Tenebrae; Tenebrae retains limited political autonomy due to the
Oracle's influence. Only Lucis's capital city of Insomnia remains unconquered due to the use of
the Crystal's power, which is slowly draining the current king's life force. At the game's
beginning an armistice is declared between the two nations due to the king's failing health; as
part of the peace agreements, Niflheim will gain control of all Lucian territories outside
Insomnia, and a marriage is arranged between the heirs apparent of the royal families of Lucis
and Tenebrae. Noctis is accompanied on his journey throughout the world of Eos by three
others: Gladiolus Amicitia , the scion of a family sworn to protect Noctis's family; Ignis Scientia
, a prodigy military tactician and Noctis's advisor; and Prompto Argentum , a friend of Noctis
from a lower social class. Guest characters include Cor Leonis , a legendary warrior of Lucis
who acts as an early guide to Noctis's party; Iris Amicitia , the sister of Gladiolus; and Aranea
Highwind , a mercenary dragoon in service to Niflheim. The empire of Niflheim is ruled by
Emperor Iedolas Aldercapt. Aldercapt's notable subordinates include Ardyn Izunia , the imperial
chancellor and the game's main antagonist; Ravus Nox Fleuret , Lunafreya's brother and the
high commander of Niflheim's army; and Verstael Besithia , the empire's head researcher.
Noctis and his three friends begin their journey to Altissia, the capital of Accordo, where
Noctis's wedding to Lunafreya will take place. Finding the local boat services stopped, they
receive news of Niflheim's attack on the city of Insomnia and theft of the Crystal; King Regis
has been assassinated, and both Noctis and Lunafreya are declared dead. He is also confronted
by a hostile Ravus, spars with the mercenary Aranea, and receives further aid from Ardyn. The
party arrives in Altissia, where Lunafreya has taken sanctuary. Lunafreya awakens the Astral
Leviathan so Noctis can obtain her power, only for Leviathan to go on a rampage when Niflheim
attacks. Ardyn appears and mortally wounds Lunafreya, disrupting the ritual; however, she
succeeds in awakening Noctis's powers, allowing him to defeat Leviathan. While unconscious,
he is visited in a dream by Lunafreya's spirit, who gives him the Ring of the Lucii. Noctis wakes
to find Altissia in chaos, and that Ignis was blinded during the battle. Ignis' blindness and
Noctis's mourning of Lunafreya cause friction with Gladiolus until Ignis forces a reconciliation.
It is also revealed that the nights are growing longer, causing more Daemons to appear. While in
Tenebrae, Noctis learns that Lunafreya was dying from waking the Astrals, and that Ravus now
supports him. On the final journey to Gralea, the train is ambushed by Daemons; after defeating

them, Noctis receives the Astral Shiva's blessing from Gentiana, revealed as Shiva's human
form. Arriving to find Gralea overrun by Daemons, Noctis is separated from his friends and
forced to use the Ring of the Lucii to survive Zegnautus Keep. After reuniting and rescuing
Prompto, the party continues through Zegnautus Keep, defeating Ravus and Emperor
Aldercapt, who have been transformed into Daemons. Forced to leave his friends behind, Noctis
reaches the Crystal, only to be pulled into it. Ardyn appears and reveals himself to be Ardyn
Lucis Caelum, a healer ostracised by his family with support from the Astrals and Crystal after
being infected by the Starscourge. Ardyn sought revenge on the Caelum bloodline and the
Crystal, spreading the Starscourge while waiting for the True King to appear so he could
destroy them both. Noctis returns to Eos after ten years, finding the world engulfed in darkness.
Reuniting with his friends, Noctis heads for Insomnia, fighting Ifritâ€”revived and corrupted by
the Starscourgeâ€”before facing Ardyn. After killing Ardyn in single combat, Noctis ascends the
throne and sacrifices himself, using the Crystal and Ring of the Lucii to purge the Starscourge
from Eos. In the afterlife, with help from Lunafreya, Noctis destroys Ardyn's spirit. In mid-credits
and post-credits scenes , Noctis opens up to his companions before the final battle, and finds
rest with Lunafreya in the afterlife. The journeys of Noctis' friends during their absence in the
main story are expanded through downloadable content DLC. With help from Aranea, Prompto
defeats Verstaelâ€”who transfers his soul to the Magitek creation Immortalis to conquer
Eosâ€”before heading for Gralea. After finding Lunafreya dead and Noctis unconscious, they
are ambushed by Ardyn; Ignis uses the Ring of the Lucii to save Noctis, which costs him his
sight. In an alternate route, he surrenders to Ardyn and gains knowledge that allows Noctis to
save Eos without sacrifice. Despite the peoples' mistrust, the Kingsglaive help defend
humanity's last stronghold of Lestallum while experiencing visions of Noctis's resting place on
the island of Angelgard. Drawn to Angelgard, the Kingsglaive face Bahamut in combat and are
absolved of their treachery, dedicating themselves to protecting Angelgard from Daemons
during Noctis's slumber. In Episode Ardyn , Ardyn is revealed to have been imprisoned on
Angelgard for two millennia by his brother Somnus after the Astrals denounce him for
absorbing the Starscourge from victims. Ardyn's beloved Aera, Lunafreya's ancestor, was killed
during the confrontation before Ardyn was sealed away. Rescued by Verstael to aid Niflheim's
research over thirty years before Final Fantasy XV , Ardyn eventually agreed to join the empire
while corrupting a revived Ifrit to aid in his revenge. Ardyn launches an assault on Insomnia,
nearly killing Regis to force Somnus to appear in his Lucii form. Ardyn overpowers his brother
before Bahamut intervenes and reveals Ardyn's destined role as the embodiment of the
Starscourge and his prophesied death at the True King's hand. It was announced as part of the
Fabula Nova Crystallis Final Fantasy , a subseries of games linked by a common mythos, and
ran in Square Enix's proprietary Crystal Tools engine. Developed by the team behind the
Kingdom Hearts series, it was intended to be a darker entry in the Final Fantasy series than
allowed in the main series. With the internal unveiling of the PlayStation 4 and Xbox One , it was
decided to change it into a mainline entry, with a proposed PS3 version being scrapped due to
technical troubles. The game's engine also changed, shifting to the company's new proprietary
Luminous Engine. When Tabata took over from Nomura, the entire development team was
reshuffled and development started over again, although he worked as a co-director with
Nomura until late to ensure the project remained as true as possible to its original vision.
Thematic, aesthetic and design elements were retained due to their core place in the world and
backstory. In pursuit of this, locations in Eos were based on real-world locations such as Tokyo
, Venice and the Bahamas. Due to the scale of the game's narrative and Tabata's wish to release
a single game rather than a series of games similar to Final Fantasy XIII , aspects of the planned
narrative were refashioned into supplementary media projects. Initially announced in alongside
XIII and Type-0 , the game was publicly rebranded at the Electronic Entertainment Expo , with
regular updates on the title beginning the following year. Its initial worldwide release,
September 30, was announced at the "Uncovered" event. A version for Microsoft Windows was
released on March 6, Square Enix developed the port with Nvidia using an upgraded version of
the Luminous Studio engine, featuring graphical enhancements and all DLC. Multiple pieces of
downloadable content DLC were created for the game by a smaller development team from the
core Final Fantasy XV staff. The team was supervised by Tabata and headed by new producer
Haruyoshi Sawatari. A story-driven multiplayer mode called Comrades was released in
November , with Final Fantasy XV becoming the first mainline single-player Final Fantasy to
include multiplayer content. Episode Ignis was intended to be the last story-based DLC, but
positive player feedback resulted in Square Enix wanting to develop further content focusing on
other main characters, such as Ardyn. Final Fantasy XV has received "generally favorable"
reviews from critics for all versions, according to review aggregator Metacritic. Opinions on the
story of Final Fantasy XV were mixed, although the main cast was praised for its chemistry.

Patterson and Destructoid ' s Chris Carter also noted the crucial part played by the game's
expanded media in grounding or fleshing out the main story. The visuals and realistic style were
positively received, with IGN ' s Vince Ingenito enjoying the unusual use of realistic aesthetic
details for the towns and environment. The gameplay was praised for its fast pace and engaging
mechanics despite a lack of depth compared with other action games, with several reviewers
comparing it to Kingdom Hearts ; [] [] [] [] [] Patterson positively compared normal battles to the
CGI cutscene-exclusive battles of earlier Square Enix titles, [] while Leack called the combat
system " Kingdom Hearts meets Dissidia " and praised its depth and accessibility. Within the
first twenty-four hours, Square Enix reported that Final Fantasy XV had shipped five million
units worldwide in both physical shipments and digital salesâ€”a figure which allowed the game
to "break even" on development costs. In Japan, the PS4 version topped Japanese gaming
charts, selling , units. The Xbox One version sold nearly 3, units. Total sales of both versions
came to , units, with the game's release boosting console sales for the PS4 over the previous
week by over 42, units. The game also became the month's best-selling PS4 title, and saw the
best console launch month in the franchise's history. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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According to Ghido , despite his knightly appearance, Exdeath was once, and still is to an
extent, a tree from the Great Forest of Moore. Exdeath wears a sky blue suit of armor about
seven feet tall with a horned helmet, spiked shoulders and a long blue cloak. His helmet is
topped with a two-ended plume and has a thin opening that would normally be used for sight.
His armor is decorated with jewels, gold linings and beads, and though he is a warlock, Exdeath
carries a sword he can use in battle as proficiently as his magic. The only part of his body not
covered by the armor are his hands, which are ash gray with black pointy nails. His appearance
under the suit of armor is revealed in Dissidia Final Fantasy by purchasing the second alternate
costume for Exdeath. In his tree form , Exdeath's torso and head are visible, but are a darker
shade of blue. Below the torso he shows his true form as a tree, the bark forming a demonic
face on the tree's side. Neo Exdeath is a gray-skinned demon with red horns and muscular
limbs and the various demons that composed his previous form manifesting from the waist
down. Simple-minded fools such as yourselves could never hope to understand my motives.
Exdeath, mocking the Warriors of Light. Exdeath is a selfish, maniacal, loud-mouthed, and
blasphemous being of pure evil. He treats Bartz Klauser and his party as mere pests in the way
of his goal, and swats them away without killing them, seeing no reason to dispose of such a

mild threat. He may seem cocky, but his power is practically unmatched. Artwork of a possible
intra-armor Exdeath by Yoshitaka Amano. Exdeath shows no empathy for the slaughter of his
minions, even thinning out his own lines as punishment for their failings. He is incapable of
understanding positive human emotions, such as love, evidenced when Exdeath fights Galuf.
Exdeath is sure Galuf can't beat him because "all the hatred in the world could never defeat
[Exdeath]". However, Galuf surprises Exdeath at nearly overcoming him, explaining he isn't
fighting out of anger or hate, but out of love for his granddaughter. Exdeath's appearance in
Dissidia Final Fantasy gives a new angle to his motives and personality. His confidence and
bravado are shown to come not only from his immense power, but his assurance that, whether
or not he succeeds, everything will come to an end and return to The Void. Thus he is not
proactive but simply wandering and agreeing to assist other Warriors of Chaos with their
schemes. Upon his final defeat in Shade Impulse , Exdeath is more accepting of his defeat than
most of the other Warriors of Chaos. Because he strives not only for the elimination of
existence, but also for his own eventual demise, he finds pleasure in the feeling of dying. After
assuring the Warriors of Cosmos that all will eventually return to the Void, he spends his final
moments standing tall and laughing. Exdeath is an extraordinarily powerful warlock, being able
to destroy large areas of land with artificial disasters. For example, he caused the earthquake
that sank Ghido's island, and he burned down the Great Forest of Moore. All Galuf and the other
Warriors of Dawn could do was seal him because "he kept going down, but wouldn't stay
down". Scholars in Castle Surgate also note that the second world was more fertile and vibrant
prior to Exdeath's rampage thirty years ago. If his strength is ever depleted, he needs only a
brief time to regenerate. Even when he was sealed away, Exdeath could possess monsters and
people into doing his bidding to shatter the crystals that acted as his seal. He can shapeshift, as
he once transforms into a splinter. Once Exdeath claims control over the Void, his already great
power soars. He can erase any part of existence with a thought, channeling the Void to engulf it
and sending it into a random dimension. The only way the Light Warriors can defeat him is
when his own power turns against him. When Exdeath is engulfed by the Void and is spat out as
Neo Exdeath, he gains more power than ever before since he merges with the destructive power
of the Void itself, but at the cost of his sanity, threatening to destroy the universe and himself.
In combat, Exdeath, being the incarnation of countless evil beings sealed inside the tree he
once was, is highly skilled in the area of spellcasting. Though he rarely ever uses it, he is
decent in close combat with his sword. In Dissidia , he can telepathically control his sword,
allowing him to engage in "melee" combat even from a distance. After the malicious
warlock-king Enuo was defeated and the Void was sealed away, humans turned to an alternative
solution to purge their land of corruption and terror. The Great Forest of Moore provided a
solitary prison for these malevolent souls, and they were sealed within a tree. Many other
monsters were drawn to the forest, making it the most dangerous place on the second world.
The various souls residing within the tree made it self-aware and it assumed a humanoid form, a
being as evil as the many souls that had spawned him, and Exdeath was born. Exdeath had a
castle built upon one of the continents and laid siege upon the kingdoms of the world. The
Warriors of Dawn â€”Galuf, Xezat , Kelger and Dorgann â€”followed Exdeath to an alternate
dimension where Exdeath was defeated and sealed using the power of the crystals within a
cave in the forest on the Eastern Continent. Dorgann feared the seal wouldn't last and stayed
behind while the other three warriors returned to their world. Dorgann fell in love with a woman
named Stella , and the two married and had a son named Bartz. Five years later Stella died, and
not long after Dorgann passed away as well. Dorgann's dying wish was for his son to lead a
normal life, and so he asked Bartz to travel the world. Keeping his promise, Bartz became a
wanderer, along with his best friend Boko , his pet chocobo. Exdeath shatters the world's
crystals one by one as he begins to take control of the denizens of the world to break them,
including the Queen of Karnak and King Tycoon. Exdeath appears to Bartz and his friends in the
Ronka Ruins when he is released from his seal when the Earth Crystal shatters. Exdeath returns
to his castle in Galuf's homeworld to resume his reign of terror. Galuf and his granddaughter
Krile rally a counter-attack and the remaining Warriors of Light follow the two, but are soon
captured by Exdeath's minions and used as hostages to keep Galuf from attacking his castle.
Galuf saves his friends and the party fights their way back across the Big Bridge , defeating
Exdeath's lieutenant, Gilgamesh. Exdeath erects a barrier around his castle, sealing himself
inside. Exdeath makes an example of his enemies when he sinks Ghido's island. The sage later
reveals Exdeath is seeking something in the Great Forest of Moore where he was created. The
warriors venture to the forest and break the seals that bind what Exdeath seeks, but the seals
turn out to be the second world's crystals, and Exdeath was using the Light Warriors all along.
Exdeath uses the crystals' power to torture the Warriors of Light, but Galuf resists and takes on
Exdeath alone. Galuf dies after fending Exdeath off, and one of the crystals shatters. Afterward,

Krile becomes a Light Warrior in his stead. Exdeath being rendered vulnerable by King Tycoon
and the deceased Warriors of Dawn. The Light Warriors confront Exdeath at his castle where he
had taken the remaining crystals. The crystals shatter, merging the two worlds , and Exdeath
resurfaces disguised as a splinter in Krile's hand. At Ghido's Cave that is again above sea level,
Exdeath reveals himself and his true goal: to control the Void and return the world to a state of
nothingness. The Void had been sealed away in the Interdimensional Rift when the worlds were
split, but now when the worlds are recombined the Rift reemerges over Castle Tycoon. Exdeath
seizes control of the Void, sending parts of the world into its depths as demonstration of its
power. He takes command of the Demons of the Rift , promising to build for them a world of
desolation. The Light Warriors venture into the Rift to confront Exdeath, but by the time they
reach him he has mastered the Void and returned to his true form: a monstrous tree. After a
heated battle, Exdeath is engulfed by the Void transforming into Neo Exdeath â€”a being of
hatred and nihilism desiring to erase all existence, including his own, for eternity. Neo Exdeath
is defeated, and disappears, releasing his control of the Void, and the world is restored with
new crystals being born. Exdeath is fought three times, twice in his knight form, and once in his
true form as a tree. Afterwards, Neo Exdeath is fought. Exdeath is the first final boss in the
series that requires the player to fight another boss immediately before the final battle. Since
Exdeath, all subsequent villains in the series have followed this trend. The Sealed Castle
houses a random enemy called Exdeath's Soul , which is similar to the battle with Exdeath at
his castle. Exdeath's theme is "The Evil Lord Exdeath", which begins with a theme similar to the
one from the famous murder scene of Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho and further in, an evil laugh is
heard. The theme is played during cutscenes where Exdeath appears. Throughout the theme,
measures can be heard from the Final Fantasy IV theme, "Ring of Bomb" compounded by
dramatic strings that culminates the suspense. The theme "The Decisive Battle" is also
connected to Exdeath, playing in all of the battles against him. It shares similar tunes with "The
Evil Lord Exdeath". Exdeath has appeared in the following games throughout the Final Fantasy
series :. Topper's quiz questions, specifically "What's the first monster you see in the Pipe
Vault? Exdeath is voiced by Gerald C. Rivers in the English versions of the Dissidia Final
Fantasy series, who is best known for voicing M. Bison in the Street Fighter series. This may
symbolize Exdeath's birth from evil spirits. Exdeath's name is localized as "Exodes" in Legend
of the Crystals. The Esper Exodus resembles Exdeath's knightly form with tree-like qualities,
while the Totema pays homage to his tree form. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have
an account? Start a Wiki. March 1, Skip section. Concept art by Yoshitaka Amano. Story [ edit
edit source ] Exdeath's living apparatus, a tree within the evil forest of Moore. Galuf fighting
Exdeath inside the Guardian Tree. Spoilers end here. Trouble with the audio sample? Main
article: The Evil Lord Exdeath. Main article: Exdeath other appearances. Artwork of Exdeath by
Yoshitaka Amano. Exdeath appears in front of the Warriors of Light. Render of Exdeath's tree
form from Dissidia Final Fantasy. Final Fantasy V characters. Categories :. Cancel Save.
Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. It was directed by Hajime
Tabata , but began development under Tetsuya Nomura as Final Fantasy Versus XIII , who
provided character designs for the main cast and concepts for the would be main title, with the
soundtrack composed by Yoko Shimomura. Final Fantasy XV is the first action role-playing
game in the main series, and the first single-player Final Fantasy game to be released with the
"games as a service" model, receiving numerous free updates as well as paid DLC and seasonal
events. The story is told over the course of 15 chapters. It focuses on Noctis Lucis Caelum , a
prince from the kingdom of Lucis who fights to reclaim his throne and must go on to fulfill a
greater destiny. Final Fantasy XV aims to examine its characters' humanity and place them in a
more realistic setting than most Final Fantasy games. Its prominent themes are friendship,
destiny, and legacy. The gameplay features an open world environment and makes use of the
Active X Battle system, a real time battle system. The first half of Final Fantasy XV is open
world, traversable with the Regalia and chocobos , and enables players to take on a variety of
quests , explore, and play minigames. Objectives later become more specific, in accordance
with other Final Fantasy titles. In the original release, only Noctis was playable, though patches
have allowed players to switch between controlling any of the four main characters while in
battle in the open world. Final Fantasy XV is an open world, action role-playing game in which
players assume control of Noctis Lucis Caelum, a prince who can perform a variety of actions
related to both field exploration and combat. The kingdom of Lucis is a single, connected
landmass that is explored primarily in the party's car , the Regalia. Locations can also be
investigated on foot and by riding on chocobos. Open world locations visited in the past can be
fast-traveled to. Players can use gil to purchase items and equipment and accept sidequests
from the NPCs they encounter. These offer additional rewards and allow for gameplay
experiences that are separate from the main story. During some cutscenes, players can choose

how Noctis interacts with other characters. It is possible to continue playing Final Fantasy XV
after its story concludes. Post-game content includes new quests and challenges that cannot be
unlocked otherwise. New equipment also becomes available. This additional material is
intended for parties that are of a higher level than that required for the story's final chapters.
New Game Plus feature was added in a patch. Final Fantasy XV supports the PlayStation 4 and
Xbox One's social media functions allowing players to share screenshots and video clips. One
can also access the PlayStation 4 version on the PlayStation Vita , which uses data streamed
from the console version. The "Wait Mode" freezes time when the player is not moving so the
player can select targets and actions at their leisure. This was enhanced with the
implementation of the Crown Update , which enables players to obtain information from Libra at
a faster pace, as well as replenish the Wait Gauge by defeating enemies. Players can destroy
parts of some foes' bodies, temporarily debilitating them. Monsters come in many sizes and use
different attacks, even if they are of the same species. Combat begins as soon as Noctis and
friends are approached by an enemy, attack an enemy, or get too close to it. A red "encounter
gauge" appears at the top of the screen when one is near a hostile unit; players usually have
the option to flee at any time. The party's HP is restored over time. If the members lose all their
HP they enter the "Danger" status and are unable to attack or use abilities until they are rescued
or use an item. Party members in Danger status continuously lose max HP. Once their max HP
becomes 0, they get Knocked Out. Knocked out party members can still be saved with a revival
item, and there is a window to revive the player character if he becomes KO'd. If the player
remains KO for too long, it is Game Over. When Noctis is in Danger status, he recovers with
time or with a teammate rescues him. Unlike Noctis, however, teammates do not automatically
recover and need to be rescued. Recovering from Danger status does not restore max HP. HP
lost from the max HP gauge slowly recovers over time, but much more inefficiently than the
regular HP. The player can use recovery items, like Elixirs, to heal the whole HP gauge. As a
result of the day one patch , the screen now flashes red when Noctis is low on HP. The player
can respawn enemies by blowing a special whistle included in the Final Fantasy XV day one
patch. The attack button has the player attack enemies. When held, the player character will
continuously attack with his selected weapon, and when out of range he will approach his target
to attack them. Pressing the attack button in combination with directional buttons can execute
different versions of the attack. Attack prompts can appear when allies perform Techniques and
after parrying enemy attacks. The player can perform aerial attacks by jumping before using the
attack button, or by warp-striking to airborne targets when playing as Noctis. When Noctis
learns Airstep from the Ascension grid , he can stay airborne when attacking, although this will
consume MP. Attacking while mid-air can have Noctis perform different attacks than usual, such
as descending upon enemies from above with a spear. The defense button has Noctis phase
through enemy attacks when held and dodge roll when tapped. When playing as the other
characters, they dodge without phasing. Phasing through enemy attacks consumes MP,
although this can mitigated by unlocking nodes in the Ascension Grid. Holding the defense
button next to suitable cover has the player character crouch and restore his HP and MP more
rapidly than usual. Dodge rolling does not make one invincible for the duration of the roll, and is
often used for positioning during battle. The defense button is used to parry certain enemy
attacks with a well-timed button press when prompted. Successful parries can usually be
followed with a counterattack. The warp button allows Noctis to point-warp to out-of-the-way
locations when held , or warp-strike to targeted enemies when pressed in combination with the
lock-on button. Tapping the warp button has Noctis warp forward, and can be done on the field.
Warping consumes MP. Warp-striking enemies deals more damage the further away from Noctis
warps. Point-warping fully restores Noctis' MP, and if he is left hanging from a high altitude, it is
considered a form of cover and his HP restores faster. Some enemy attacks send Noctis falling
through the air, and the player can avoid fall damage by warping mid-fall when the button
prompt appears. If one's allies are nearby, they can team to perform link-strikes , powerful
combo finishers that are performed automatically if one is in the proper situation. Noctis and
friends can also blindside enemies if they strike from behind. Gladiolus , Ignis and Prompto
were made playable for their DLC episodes, and later were made playable in the open world
portion of the main game at will. The player must unlock this from the Ascension grid. The trio
plays identically to how they play in their episodes, and thus Ignis mainly fights with daggers
and Prompto with firearms even if they can equip spears and machinery as sub-arms when they
are controlled by the AI, and they can't use Elemancy. When the player uses character swap to
play as one of Noctis' allies, Noctis becomes AI-controlled. When AI-controlled, he doesn't lose
HP from wielding royal arms. The player can equip weapons and accessories. Magic is also
equipped to a weapon slot. Accessories boost stats and provide elemental and status
protection, and some are specific to certain party members. The game has a total of melee

weapons. Noctis can equip all weapons and some types are exclusive to him, whereas party
members can equip two types of weapons as primary and secondary arms, as well as Elemancy
magic. Different weapon types deal different type of damage, and when an enemy is weak to the
player's attacks the damage numbers appear orange. When an enemy resists the player's
damage, the damage numbers appear purple. Noctis can have up to four weapons equipped and
his fighting style changes depending on which of his equipped weapons is active. The player
can freely cycle between them via the d-pad. Others boost their wielders' stats when equipped.
The royal arms drain Noctis' HP when attacked with unless he is AI-controlled , but are often
especially strong against daemons. When Noctis uses firearms, he is unable to string combos
together, but he automatically reloads the weapons after enough shots have been fired. In
imperial bases, Noctis can use heavy arsenal turrets to damage enemies from a distance.
During combat, a tech bar comprised of three segments gradually fills. The player can issue
commands to Noctis' allies, as well as any guest characters present. If the party member's
Technique is offensive it can usually be followed up with an attack from Noctis if the player
presses the attack button at the right time. When using character swap, only Prompto can
prompt the use of an ally Technique when Aranea Highwind is in the party. Noctis unlocks
Armiger when he has collected three royal arms. After a circular gauge fills through a
combination of offense and defense, the player can activate Armiger to boost his attacks and
summon all of his collected arms to his side. These shield Noctis from enemy attacks and make
all of his moves warps. While Armiger is active, Noctis can perform an Armiger Chain, a
powerful technique that allows the entire party to damage foes several times in rapid
succession. Armiger ends when the gauge is depleted. Armiger Unleashed is a new Armiger
mode in the Windows and Royal Editions of the game that makes Noctis even more powerful
and lets him use various combos and Techniques. There are two types of magic: elemental
magic and ring magic. Elemental magic is available from the start, and ring magic is unlocked in
the thirteenth chapter. Elemental magic does not cost MP. Instead, it must be equipped like a
weapon. Spells in this class can be used a certain number of times before the spell will be
depleted, and they can also be equipped by Noctis's allies, who will use them when controlled
by the AI. Players can craft new spells through the art of Elemancy. The player can restock the
necessary elemental energy by absorbing it from special spots on the field. By adding treasures
, ingredients , or items to a spell during crafting, players can create magic that has a variety of
different effects. For example, some debilitate enemies, while others heal their caster. Elemancy
allows players to obtain powerful spells early on. Elemental spells are area-of-effect attacks that
harm both enemies and the party. Weather affects a spell's effectiveness; casting Fire on a clear
day chars the surrounding landscape and causes monsters that fear flames to flee. Conversely,
Fire spells are quickly extinguished when it is raining, but Thunder spells are enhanced.
Damage the environment sustains from magic is not permanent. Ring magic is exclusive to
Noctis and is accessed when the Ring of the Lucii is set as his active weapon. Called "Arcana,"
spells accessed through the ring consume MP. They either consume an enemy's life-force to
heal Noctis, damage foes through a well-timed dodge, or eradicate all foes in the area.
Summons are called "Astrals. They are acquired through story events. The chance to summon
comes up randomly when in battle after the player has forged a covenant with an Astral as part
of the story. The game does a "summon roll" every ten seconds, determining whether a
summoning chance will activate or not. Different summons have different conditions for being
summoned. When the summoning chance activates, the screen turns red, small crystal lights
float in the air, and the battle music changes. The player can then call an Astral by holding the
necessary button. If Noctis is killed the summon is cancelled, or the player can ignore the
summon chance and it will eventually dissipate. The summons are the strongest attacks the
player can perform, and deal damage to all enemies in battle. The player can summon once per
battle. By spending ability points AP , players can unlock abilities and stat boosts for Noctis
and his comrades. Accumulated AP is shared between party members. The Ascension doesn't
only affect combat, but can also be used to extend buffs obtained from food cooked at camp ,
make Noctis sprint longer, expedite AP gain, among various other effects. These can be
switched between freely. The ability to change difficulty levels was decided upon based on
feedback developers received on Final Fantasy XV Episode Duscae. The creatures in the world
are properly depicted as alive. If you think about fighting something, you can fight it. Just
watching the way everything moves is pleasant. Making a virtual world that is so alive is
important in making the player feel absorbed in it. Hajime Tabata [8]. The world of Final Fantasy
XV is seamless and initially open. The player is free to drive or fly the Regalia without
hindrance. Noctis and friends can call chocobos to their side by blowing a whistle, and as of the
day one patch, Noctis can warp outside of battle and use the car's "music player" while
exploring. Noctis can fish at designated locations, and he can find non-player characters some

of whom give him quests. Noctis's friends occasionally point things out to him, and the
conversations they have with him often allow the player to discover optional material
organically. Players can see their destination on the world map by looking for or ; this aids
navigation and prevents one from getting lost. Items can be procured from the field and glow
before they are picked up; many of them can be exchanged for gil , a currency that can also be
earned for completing sidequests. During some cutscenes, players are given the option to
choose how Noctis will respond. Final Fantasy XV features a day and night cycle , which affects
which enemies spawn and which fish are around fishing spots. Daemons only spawn at night,
and if the battle draws for so long the sun comes up they will take damage from the sunlight.
Initially, the Regalia cannot be driven on auto-pilot during the night, but the option for it unlocks
at after level The player can still fast-travel with the car. The Starscourge gradually lengthens
nights and thus the party will wake up later in the later chapters, and the sun begins to go down
earlier. Camps are safe havens at which the accumulated Experience Points of Noctis and his
friends are tallied. They are also where the party eats meals to gain status boosts. Camp can be
made at any time of day, but only in designated areas. If Noctis and friends do not rest they do
not level up, and their status boosts gradually disappear. At camp, the player selects which
meal Ignis cooks determined from the list of ingredients the party has obtained from shops ,
procurement points and monsters. Each meal has a different effect, and some meals are
different party members' favorites. When camping in certain locations, Noctis is invited by his
friends to accompany them on tours , sidequests with special objectives. During a tour time
does not progress until it is completed and the player cannot stray from the area near the camp.
Increased monster activity at night is an incentive for players to camp. The party can camp out
in the open or stay in hotels or other facilities at outposts. Using these adds a multiplier to the
party's accumulated experience, but it does not allow status-boosting meals to be eaten.
Another way to eat outside camp is by visiting restaurants. The dishes cost gil but provide buffs
that last longer than the initial buff duration for camp food. At restaurants the player can also
talk to the local tipster to unveil icons on the map and do hunts. Players can enjoy fishing ,
chocobo racing , and the pinball game Justice Monsters Five. Players can also take on over
sidequests that promote exploration and offer several bonuses. New Game Plus was added in
version 1. This enables the player to re-experience Final Fantasy XV after clearing it while
retaining the following from their previous playthrough:. Players also cannot maintain the
Regalia Type-F. Chapter Select was later added as a feature. It is similar to New Game Plus but
lets the player start from a chapter of their selection. Gladiolus, Ignis and Prompto have their
own downloadable episodes, wherein players can take control of them and experience their
unique playstyles. The ability to play as them in the main game was added as of Episode Ignis's
release. At E3 , it was announced that Final Fantasy XV would include a virtual reality
experience in which players control Prompto Argentum. It was to feature first-person shooter
gameplay and a scene where the player could sit in the passenger's seat while Cindy Aurum
drives the Regalia around Lucis. The team decided to shift focus towards fishing, as it offers a
more immersive experience than the original prototype shooting demo. Monster of the Deep
was the first part of the VR games; Business Division 2 had plans to further develop a Part 2
using their newfound experience with Part 1. This announcement occurred concurrently with
news of the resignation of Hajime Tabata from Final Fantasy XV's director position as well as
from Square Enix altogether. Verse from Cosmogony , "Nadir. The world of Eos is comprised of
three continents: Lucis , Accordo , and Niflheim. The northeastern land of Lucis possesses a
powerful Crystal , which was gifted by the gods in antiquity to the reigning Caelum dynasty.
Accordo, located in the south, is made up of islands and has been annexed by the Niflheim
Empire, which lies to the west and benefits from its advanced magiteknology. The province of
Tenebrae is under Niflheim's control, but maintains some autonomy due to the presence of the
Oracle , a priestess who has the power to fight the Starscourge, a plague that lengthens nights
and turns people and animals into vicious daemons. Watching over Eos are the Astrals, divine
beings that can appear in the mortal realm, usually as colossal and powerful beings. For
hundreds of years Lucis and Niflheim have been at war. While many lands have been lost to the
empire, the Lucian capital of Insomnia remains untouched due to the Wall , a transparent magic
barrier maintained by the king and the Crystal's magic. Peace talks have begun in hopes of
bringing an end to the conflict, one of the conditions being a marriage of Prince Noctis and
Lady Lunafreya , the Oracle. In a matter of days, the Kingdom of Lucis is to sign an armistice,
ending a long and bitter conflict with Niflheim. Ahead of the ceremony, Prince Noctis, heir to the
Lucian throne, sets forth from his homeland to formalize the union of states through his
marriage to the Lady Lunafreya of the imperial province of Tenebrae. The offer of peace,
however, is no more than a ruse to lower the Lucian shield, and the imperial army takes the
crown city and its sacred crystal in one fell swoop. En route to his destination, Noctis is

shocked to learn that he, his father the king, and his betrothed are believed dead. Overnight, the
dream of peace has faded into a distant memory. His world crumbling around him, Noctis has
naught but his resolve and his loyal companions to see him through the trials to come. Official
synopsis [11]. Noctis Lucis Caelum travels to Altissia , the capital city of Accordo, where he is
to wed his childhood friend, Lady Lunafreya, as part of the terms of a peace treaty introduced
by Niflheim. En route, Noctis learns the empire has attacked his home, the Crown City of
Insomnia , killed his father and stolen Lucis's Crystal. Together with his friendsâ€”Ignis
Scientia, Gladiolus Amicitia, and Prompto Argentumâ€”Noctis seeks out Cor Leonis, a member
of the Crownsguard who tasks him with retrieving the weapons of his ancestors, which will
grant the power necessary for reclaiming the throne. Noctis meets the suspicious chancellor of
Niflheim, Ardyn Izunia , and visits the Disc of Cauthess , the resting place of the Astral Titan.
After completing Titan's trial, Noctis learns the Archaean was encouraged to forge a covenant
with him by Lunafreya, who is an Oracle able to talk to the gods. As their journey continues,
Noctis and his friends notice the nights get longer and daemons appear more frequently. This is
because of the Starscourge, a plague that brings forth darkness. When Noctis reaches Altissia,
Lunafreya rouses Leviathan , who goes on a rampage. Ardyn disrupts the rite by stabbing
Lunafreya, but she still empowers Noctis by calling upon the past kings of Lucis who lend
Noctis their power, enabling him to defeat the Hydraean. In a dream he has while unconscious,
Noctis is visited by Lunafreya's spirit who gives him the Ring of the Lucii. The ring is a royal
heirloom said to be of divine provenance that houses the spirits of the past kings of Lucis that
lends the old kings' power to the current king. When Noctis awakens, a blinded Ignis confirms
Lunafreya has died. The two reunite with Gladiolus and Prompto, and board a train bound for
Gralea , the capital of Niflheim, in hopes of reclaiming the stolen Crystal. Noctis's mission
evolves from simply reclaiming Lucis, to saving the world from the darkness of the Starscourge,
as without Lunafreya's powers as the Oracle the world is being plunged into an endless night.
Noctis hopes to use the light of the Crystal to combat it. On his way to Tenebrae, the home of
the Oracles' bloodline, Noctis is tricked by Ardyn into pushing Prompto off the train. Noctis
learns Lunafreya's contact with the Astrals was slowly killing her, and he receives Shiva 's
blessing from Gentiana, who reveals herself to be the Glacian in human form. Noctis is haunted
by Ardyn's disembodied voice as he reunites with his allies and rescues Prompto. The
foursome comes face-to-face with Emperor Aldercapt , who has been turned into a daemon.
Noctis reluctantly leaves his allies behind to approach the Crystal, believing it has the power to
destroy daemons. He is absorbed inside it, and transported to the Astral Realm where he learns
from Bahamut he is the prophesied True King. He could end the Starscourge by eliminating
Ardyn, a Lucian healer and Noctis' ancient ancestor from 2, years ago who became corrupted
and made immortal by daemonic influence. Noctis returns to the mortal realm a decade later,
and joins with Ignis, Gladiolus, and Prompto to confront Ardyn in the ruins of Insomnia. Noctis
defeats Ardyn in a climatic duel, ascends the throne, and gives his life to end the eternal night
that has consumed Eos by channeling the power of the past kings and the Crystal's light.
Returning to the Astral Realm, Noctis teams up with Lunafreya and his ancestors to destroy
Ardyn's spirit. The True King and the Ring of the Lucii fade away as peace is restored to the
world. The sun rises, daemons disappear, and the spirits of Noctis and Lunafreya fall asleep on
the Lucian throne. The story of Final Fantasy XV focuses on war. We initially decided on three
keywords: 'Journey', 'Companions' and 'Car. We spent time experimenting with how to convey a
sense of travel, making the world as seamless as possible and offering the player a panned-out
vantage point. The most transformative element of the journey is the presence of your
"Companions. That's why we paid a lot of attention to details such as small habits and
behaviors, all the way down to the sense of distance maintained by each character in their
relationships with Noctis. It's a lot of fun to hang out with Noctis and the gang. The 'Car' has its
roots in our core theme, 'parent and child. The car connects the son and his father. It's both
pivotal to the story experience, and a means of travel. It can also be customized as a game
mechanic. Hajime Tabata [14]. This theme has carried over to Final Fantasy XV in the form of a
seamless open world. If Final Fantasy XIII is a deconstruction of the crystal mythology , Final
Fantasy XV is a realistic affirmation of it in many ways, and an ancient prophecy story coming
to fruition in modern times. Final Fantasy XV has many callbacks to the early series with the
theme of an antagonist empire capturing the crystals of the world, the Crystal choosing a
person to save the world, and the theme of light and darkness. Whereas prior installments, such
as Final Fantasy X , Fabula Nova Crystallis , and the Ivalice Alliance , explore the concepts of
defying established religions, the choice of one's destiny and fate, and emphasize the power of
mankind, Final Fantasy XV explores more classic elements of fantasy regarding the spiritual
and theological. These include the communion of the gods and mankind, and their affairs within
their world, the maturation of a royal youth into their birthright as ruler, the rise of a hero who

becomes a messianic figure , and the concept of inescapable fate. Luna, whose name means
"moon" in Latin, is an Oracle who keeps the darkness of the Starscourge at bay with her
powers, stopping the world from being swallowed in an eternal night, similar to how the moon
offers a point of illumination in an otherwise dark night. Noctis's name on the other hand is the
genitive singular form of the Latin word nox meaning "night". The darkness and light theme
appears to extend to the concepts of life and death. The past kings lend their powers to their
descendants, and the royal tombs are places opened for the current king to receive this
blessing from the dead. In juxtaposition, Niflheim also gains power from death in the form of
daemons, but this is a dark power that at least in Ardyn Izunia's case prevents one's ascend to
the afterlife. The Ring of the Lucii, a Lucian royal heirloom, gains power through death as the
Crystal's power is transferred into it when the ring-bearing king dies. The True King can restore
light to the world by sacrificing his own life. The powers of light and dark, and life and death, are
represented as the Crystal and the daemons and the plague that plunges the world into
perpetual darkness: Starscourge. The Crystal is said to hold the soul of the world of Eos, the
world's name itself referring to the theme of light and dark: in Greek mythology, Eos is a
Titaness and the goddess of the dawn. The Oracle uses their powers to extend the life of the
world and its people by keeping the Starscourge at bay, while the King of Lucis must use their
own life force to wield the Ring of the Lucii. The high-ranking Niflheim officials dress in white,
whereas Lucians dress in black. Ardyn Izunia's attire uses both colors, and in many ways exists
as juxtaposition to Noctis. When Ardyn uses powers similar to Noctis's, he glows red as
opposed to Noctis's blue. He represents the forces of darkness where as Noctis is the King of
Light. Ardyn is unable to truly die and enter the afterlife, whereas Noctis must sacrifice himself
to free the world of Ardyn's influence. Shimomura's pieces encompass themes of "friendship"
and "filial bonds. Since she was initially hired to work on a spin-off title, Shimomura did not feel
pressured to follow in the footsteps of other Final Fantasy composers. She had a clear concept
for her music, thus she was not affected by the transition into Final Fantasy XV. The transition
did mean new music had to be composed, however. The piece's title refers to Hypnos , the
Roman god of sleep, in accordance with the logo. It is the second piece from the game's
soundtrack to have been released to the public, and it is a bonus track on Yoko Shimomura's
compilation album, memoria: The Very Best of Yoko Shimomura , which was released in A new
piece from the soundtrack served as background music for the game's trailer from Tokyo
Gameshow The game also includes tracks that were arranged from Nobuo Uematsu
compositions. The Blu-ray version also includes a video recording of the live Final Fantasy XV
piano performance in Osaka from It operated on a new engine, and Hajime Tabata became its
director. The game is meant to be a "fantasy based on reality," thus its look is derived primarily
from present-day Earth. During the development Square Enix staff went on trips in small
groups. They explored caves, visited a zoo, and climbed mountains for research purposes.
Creating a realistic fantasy proved challenging for developers, but they were able to get further
inspiration from the depiction of from the film Back to the Future II. Many of Square Enix's
resources had to be allocated or outsourced; the company allowed the architecture surrounding
its office in Kyoto to influence that which appears in Final Fantasy XV. This served as the basis
of its new story, which is a "road trip adventure" focusing on brotherhood. The game was later
delayed until November In the trailer, there was a line that read 'A World of the Versus Epic,'
which suggests that it will be part of an epic. While Final Fantasy XV will have one climax, as a
story, we plan to continue it further. Tetsuya Nomura [30]. Obviously we haven't decided yet. We
don't have any concrete plan for a future sequel of FFXV, it would be good if we could do that
but we can't announce it or say anything into detail for the moment. Tetsuya Nomura [31].
Square Enix has stated its purpose is to "expand the story and world of Final Fantasy XV to
other media," as well as to eliminate the necessity for sequels. Final Fantasy XV was originally
slated for release on September 30, , but was delayed until November According to Hajime
Tabata, September 30 was chosen as the initial release date of Final Fantasy XV when he
became the game's director in December, Those with a PlayStation 4 could obtain a dynamic
theme. The digital version of the "Day One Edition" was available for purchase until January 9, It
depicts the moon. There is no special version of PlayStation 4 Pro. As of version 1. By
purchasing a Season Pass, players can access downloadable content. Anyone who purchases
this obtains the Gourmand Set, as well as guaranteed access to the following:. The Holiday
Pack was released on December 22, It contains a new outfit for Noctis, " Mog Choco T-Shirt ,"
and carnival tickets that allow access to a special event held between January 24 and February
20, Final Fantasy XV has been updated with various patches since its release, adding new
weapons, DLC and story scenes, as well as various quality of life improvements and bug fixes.
The announced features are: [6]. Thus, Square Enix approached Nvidia and asked them to help
out on the PC version, and Nvidia adapted their tools and systems for them. Initially, Square

Enix thought of allowing user-generated content and providing a level editor so players could
create their own quests. As far as other mods go, the team would have looked at how the PC
audience reacted to the Windows Edition with these and how many of them actually engage
with it. Depending on that, the team might have started thinking about what to contribute or
what other tool sets to provide. The team had some concerns at how "extreme people might
take the mods" and hoped people would take advantage of it in good taste. In October , the
team reached about 50 per cent completion on this mode, but it's been well-received among
those in the development team. In providing this mode, the team needed to make large
adjustments, like the player character's VFX, displayed animations and camera movement.
According to Tabata developing a PC version has been easy compared to the console release,
which required reconstruction from the start for both the game and the engine. In a global PC
market, games need to be played on a wide range of specs, but as of October , Final Fantasy
XV: Windows Edition was at the high end of these settings. The team was in the process of
pushing things out on a lower spec then, because PC represents the smallest of the game
platforms in Japan, the team doesn't expect to see a similar performance to the console
version. The game is compatible with gamepad but is not required. The Google Stadia version
includes the main game and all DLC content as well as Comrades matching only with among
other Stadia users , as well as a minigame collection "Crazy Challenge", a new feature for the
Stadia version that includes the following minigames [44] playable from the title screen : [45].
The Avatara System and at least most of the crossover content, such as Master Assassin's
Robes for Noctis and the Kings Knight items, are not included in the Stadia version. It was soon
discovered that the Stadia version of Final Fantasy XV suffered from a save game bug that
prevented players from saving their game after playing around hours, [46] but a fix was
deployed on 6th of December. Technical tests to see if the same native engine used on other
console versions would work on the Switch were unsatisfactory, and the team is looking at
customizing the engine. Square Enix had talked to Epic Games owners of the Unreal
environment about a possible partnership. No details of these talks have come forward, but
Pocket Edition HD was announced on September 6, and released to the Switch a week later.
Final Fantasy XV received generally positive reviews, though its review scores were lower than
usual for main series entries. The game was praised for the portrayal of the friendship between
the main characters, expansive open world, with criticism directed to its storytelling and to the
second half of the story that felt flawed. A key point of praise was the relationship between the
four main characters. Polygon described them as the "most well-drawn, fully-developed
characters in Final Fantasy history", [57] while Game Informer credited the "smart and often
funny dialogue" as well as for their interests being sewn into the gameplay and story. Many
critics praised the open world and the gameplay. IGN posited the game is "constantly and
thoroughly beautiful", and never compromises in "scale or detail" [56] , while Polygon felt that
the "world of Lucis is so interesting, so detailed and begging to be explored" that excuses to
travel were "welcomed". Critics criticized the story, particularly for the second, linear act.
Polygon felt it was as if "developers had to scale back the size of the open world and the scope
of the game's plot, and squeeze everything into half the time intended". It concluded that with
regards to the side characters and pacing, the game "doesn't have all the time it needs to get
things done" despite being a "plus hour game". The development team is aware of the feedback
of the game feeling unfinished, and this has been said to be the biggest issue for them. Though
there was not enough time to include everything the developers had wanted to, and though they
would have preferred to put these things in the main story, the team plans to keep including the
parts that have been left out via updates and DLCs. Because it takes time and money, the team
will prioritize the things with strong demand. Director Hajime Tabata has lamented that the main
game has certain aspects that lack explanation. He denied the scattered nature of the final story
had to with salvaging the Final Fantasy Versus XIII project, and instead simply said that creating
a grand adventure on PlayStation 4 and Xbox One is a hard task to accomplish, and that the
team may have lacked the strength, or abilities and skills to perfectly complete the game. He
stressed he and his team don't consider the end result a low achievement, and are proud of the
game regardless. One of the goals through downloadable contentâ€”which will continue for an
indeterminate time to comeâ€”is to patch plot holes and give players a better understanding of
the game's story. He then clarified to Famitsu this being merely his team's ultimate goal, and
not the point where the game turns a profit. A half-hour after they were made available for
pre-order, the 30, copies of Final Fantasy XV Ultimate Collector's Edition were sold out. Two
days after the game's official release Square Enix announced that the game had topped five
million in worldwide shipment and digital sales. It broke the record for most first-day digital
sales in Japan and saw a new record for the total of release date shipment and downloads in
Asian regions excluding Japan. The game debuted in Japan with almost , copies sold excluding

digital sales. Director Hajime Tabata commented that the ration of sales between the Japan and
overseas was "as expected", with sales in Japan being "pretty good" considering the situation
of the local market, referring to the small hardware installed base in Japan. It was the
best-selling title on PlayStation 4 for the month and the second best selling title for December
overall. In October this was updated to 8. Physical copies of Final Fantasy XV have reversible
covers. One side features the game's logo on a plain background, while the other hosts a
picture. The Royal Edition cover is reversible in the EU region, with Noctis's face on the regular
cover and the Yoshitaka Amano artwork on the other side. This was changed slightly upon
release, and it was revealed Mat Kishimoto, the Senior Product Marketing Manager at Square
Enix America, sent over 50 concepts for the cover artwork to the Business Division 2 art team
for feedback before the final design was chosen. This featured an updated battle system, and it
was made available until March 31, due to fan demand. Throughout , fans had other
opportunities to try Final Fantasy XV. Set for release on November 11, this demo allowed
players to experience a portion of the first chapter of Final Fantasy XV. Final Fantasy XV has
many allusions to the Fabula Nova Crystallis: Final Fantasy series, the numbers 13 and 15,
other Final Fantasy games, real-world locations and products, popular culture and folklore and
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